
Review and update recovery plans – 5 year reviews and 
describe role of adaptive management

Report data and other information in annual and long-term 
reporting in format available to the public

Identify measurable criteria indicating significant deterioration 
in status, triggering plan modification

Implementation and adaptive management framework:
-identify critical uncertainties
-develop an implementation schedule
-estimate costs
-develop a management and evaluation plan

Describe monitoring, evaluation and research necessary to 
gauge success of strategies and resolve uncertainties
Describe process to modify strategies based on monitoring, 
evaluation and research results

Identify what we need to do:
-identify actions for existing limiting factors
-identify actions to address future threats
-carry out a cost effectiveness analysis
-prioritize recovery actions for ESU

Describe recovery strategy Describe short- and long-term management strategies to 
address limiting factors and their economic effect

Identify recovery goals:  biological criteria and threats criteria

Identify limiting factors and threats, and prioritizeAssess primary factors causing gap between current and 
desired status

Describe status of the evolutionarily significant unit (ESU)Describe desired and current biological status

Identify species management unit (SMU) and constituent 
populations 

Executive Summary
Importance of Plan and Background

Overview

NOAA Fisheries ESA Recovery PlanODFW Native Fish Conservation Plan
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Stakeholder Team Involvement

TRT Input
TRT Input

Describe 
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and effectiveness 
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Core Team/Agencies Involvement
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numbers/science to 
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analysis.
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